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Within a simple quasi-two-dimensional model, we study the phason propagator in both spin- and
charge-density waves in the presence of a magnetic field perpendicular to the conducting plane. We find,

though the magnetic field has little effect in the longitudinal correlation length (i.e., the correlation
length in the chain direction), the magnetic field reduces significantly the transverse correlation length.
This effect is most easily observable as increases in the fluctuation-induced specific heat and the resistivi-

ty in the chain direction in magnetic fields.

I. INTRODVCTION II. FORMVLATION

As is well known, a magnetic field perpendicular to the
most conductive plane of charge- and spin-density waves
(CDW and SDW) in quasi-two-dimensional conductors
exhibits a number of peculiar effects. The most remark-
able is the appearance of magnetic-field induced SDW's
(Ref. 1) in (TMTSF)2C10& and (TMTSF)2PF6 under high
pressure. Here, TMTSF stands for tetramethyl-
tetraselenafulvalene. In an earlier paper, we have ana-
lyzed the effects of magnetic field on thermodynamics
and transport properties of CDW and SDW and we find
these effects are rather small. Also, some of the transport
coefFicients can be interpreted in terms of the longitudinal
correlation length, implying that a magnetic field has lit-
tle effect on the longitudinal correlation length.

The object of the present paper is to study the phason
propagator in the presence of a magnetic field perpendic-
ular to the conducting plane. As a model, we take aniso-
tropic Hubbard model as introduced by Yamaji, and we
concentrate our analysis on phason propagator in SDW,
though most of our results are applicable to CDW as
well. For simplicity, we limit ourselves to the case co=0,
where eo is the parameter characterizing imperfect nest-
ing. In this limit, the longitudinal correlation length is
independent of the magnetic field. On the other hand,
the transverse correlation (i.e., the correlation length in
the direction perpendicular to both the chain direction
and the magnetic field) decreases as the magnetic field is
increased. The magnetic-field dependence is scaled by
~, /25O where co, =UbeB is the cyclotron frequency and
60 is the quasiparticle energy gap at T =0 K. In CDW's,
most of the experiments are done in the field region
to, /2ho « 1, while in SDW of (TMTSF )z salts
(Bechgaard salts), this parameter can be easily much
larger than unity. This means that the energy associated
with spatial distortion of the phase or the kinetic energy
associated the phase fluctuation is reduced, which results
in an increase in the fluctuation contribution to the ther-
modynamic and the transport properties in magnetic
fields.

Let us start with Hamiltonian '

eH =pe(p)C+C + Ugn &n

P, A

where

e(p) = —2t, cos(ap, ) 2tbcos—(bp2) —p
= v (p, —p~ ) —2ti, cos( bp 2 ) coco—s( 2bp 2 ), (2)

with

eo = —,' tb cos(ap~ )[t, si—n ( ap~ ) ]

and v =2t, a sin(apF) is the Fermi velocity in the chain
direction, and we neglected the transfer integral t, in the
third direction. Here, C~, C are the creation and an-
nihilation operators of the electron with momentum p
and spin a and we assume tblt„t, ltb «1. In the ab-
sence of magnetic field, the quasiparticle Green's function
in SDW is given by

G '(to„,p) =iso„—ql
—

gp3
—hpio 3,

where

(4)

D4, '(co, q)=2U '(1 —U([5b„5b ])),
where 5h is the fluctuation of the order parameter;
([ ]) means the thermal product. In the limit co,~O,
we obtain

g= v (p, pF ) 2tqco—s(bp2 —),
'g =cocos(2bpp )

and 6 is the SDW order parameter, ~„ is the Matsubara
frequency, and the p,-'s Pauli matrices operating on the
spinor space consisting of the right-going electron and
the left-going electron. (Note in the limit tb /t, «1, the
Fermi surface consists of two separate sheets located
around pi =+pF.) The phason propagator is then ob-
tained from
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D& '(O, q)=(2b. ) Nof [v q, +vzqz+2[2t, sin( —,'cq3)] j

where %o is the electron density of states at the Fermi
surface, f is the static condensate density, v2=&2tbb,
and we inserted the third transfer integral t, for com-
pleteness.

Now the efFect of a magnetic field 8 perpendicular to
the conducting plane is incorporated by replacing p2 in
Eq. (2) by p2+eBx. This effect is incorporated into the
quasiparticle Green's function by introducing an extra
phase factor '

0.8—

0.6—

I

O.o
I

0.8
I I

).2 1.6
~& /250

[

2.0

G p(x —x')~6 p(x —x')exp[ i [P (x)—Pp(x') ]j,
where

P, (x)=v ' f dx [2tbcos[b (p2+eBx) ]

+eocos[2b (p2+ eBx) ] j

=a), '[2rbsin[b(p, +eBx)]

+ —,
'

rosin[2b (p&+ eBx) ]j,
y, ( x)= v-—' f" dx I2tbcos[b(p2+eBx)]

cocos[—2b (p2+ eBx ) ] j

where

(9) and

2~Tg2 y (~2 +g2) —3/2

n=0

(vf /v~) =fi(~, )/fi,

(14)

(~ )
—2~Tg2 y (~2 +g2) —1/2(~2 +g2+ ] ~2 )

—1

n=0

FIG. 1. The field dependence of U2 /U~ is shown as functions
of co, /240 for T=T, and for T=OK.

= —co, '[2tbsin[b (p2+eBx)]
—2eosin[2b (p2+eBx)]j, (10)

where ~, =Ube8, the cyclotron frequency, and subscripts
a and P=1,2 [Eq. (8)] refer to the matrix element in the
spinor space.

The phason dispersion is calculated from Eq. (6},where
now the thermal product ( [5b,5b. ] ) (O, q) is given by

TNvg dx e.xp[ —2v—'(coo+6 )'/ x —@]
QO

U 5

X[1—
—,'(co„+b, ) '(vq, ) ],

where

@=—,'([y, ( )—y (0)—y ( )+y,(0)]')

=2', [(4tb) sin ( —,'bqz)sin ( —,'beBx)

+cocos (bqz )sin (beBx) ] (12)

K=mTNOQ(co„+6 ) .
' [1—

—,'(co„+b, ) '(vq() ]

and ( ) means the average over p2.
A derivation of Eqs. (11) and (12} is given in the Ap-

pendix. In the following, we neglect the ez term in Eq.
(12) for simplicity. Now expanding e like e
= 1 —C, then 4 in powers of q2 and integrating over x,
we obtain

(16)

where f&

=p, ( T) /p, and p, ( T) is essentially the
superfluid density in the BCS theory. We have already
encountered f(co, ) in the analysis of the magnetoresis-
tance in SDW. Since f (co, } decreases with increasing
magnetic field, Uz decreases with increasing field. At
T=O K and T = T„Eq. (15) is further simplified as

(v2 /v2) =(260/a), )[1+(co,/250)~]

Xarcsinh(co, /260), for T =0 K,
= [7g(3)] '(4m T, /co, )~

CO

X Ref — i—
2 4mT,

for T=T, ,

(18)

where f(x) is the digamma function. The field depen-
dence of U2 /U2 is evaluated numerically for T =0 K and
T=T, and shown in Fig. 1 as function of co, /2b, o. For
the intermediate-field region (e.g., co, /2b, o )0.8 for
T = T, ), v,*/v 2 decreases almost linearly with B.

III. TRANSVERSE CORRELATION LENGTH

Now putting back Eq. (13) into Eq. (6), we find that

D& '(O, q) =(2b. ) Nof [(vq, ) +(v2q2)

X [1—
—,'(co„+b, +—,'co, ) '(vzq2) ]

=
I U ' —No(2b ) 'f ) [(vq& )'+(v2q2 }']j, (13)

+2(2t, sin —,'cq3) ], (19)

where we have already determined U2 in the preceding
section. Reduction of v2 in a magnetic field means that
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the energy associated with the spatial distortion or the
fluctuation in phase is reduced in a magnetic field. There
are two important length scales associated with phase:
the coherence length near T=T, and the Fukuyama-
Lee-Rice coherence length. The former controls the
thermal fluctuation of the phase, and the latter the pin-
ning of SDW.

term in Eq. (25) is proportional to gz '. For T (T„ the
fluctuation contribution is the same' as in Eq. (25), ex-
cept e is replaced by 2

~
e~. The magnetoresistance in-

creases with magnetic field and this increase is almost
linear in 8 in the intermediate Geld range. This term is
most likely the origin of anomalous magnetoresistance
observed in Bechgaard salts at low temperatures. "

7g(3)
D~ '(co„,q) =Np e+ +-

(4~T)

X jv q, +u2q2

+2[2t, sin( —,
' cq 3 ) ] ] (20)

where e=ln( T/T, ).
Therefore, the transverse coherence length is given by

gz= [7g(3)]'~ uz (4m. T) (21)

and g2 decreases in a magnetic field as u~ does. For ex-

ample, the fluctuation contribution to the specific heat
just above T, is given by

Cs =(2m) Jd q[NpD~(o, q)]

A. Coherence length

The phason fluctuation propagator in the vicinity of
T ~ T, is given by

Further, in 3D weak-pinning limit Ez (T) is related to u2
asi4

Ez ~(uz /uz) (27)

Therefore, the threshold electric field in the weak-pinning
limit increases with magnetic Geld. Further, through Eq.
(26) the longitudinal FLR length decreases as

L, ~(uz /u2) . (28)

Finally, since the transverse FLR length is given by

B. Fukuyama-Lee-Rice length

Recent experiments on nonohmic transport' ' in
SDW of (TMTSF )2NQ3, (TMTSF )2PF6, and quenched
(TMTSF)zC10~ indicate that the magnitude of the thresh-
old electric field and its temperature dependence of pris-
tine samples are described by 3D weak-pinning theory. '

In the weak-pinning limit the longitudinal Fukuyama-
Lee-Rice (FLR) length is given by'

L&( T)=—[u /eEz ( T) ]
'

=(4~cd, gz) '[e(e+K)] (22) L, =(u2 /v)L, ~(v f /u2) (29)

where

g, = [7g(3)]'i u/4m T,
K =14/(3)(t, /2~T)' .

(23)

C„=(47rcg', g' ) '[~e~(~e~+ —,'K)] (24)

Therefore, the fluctuation contribution to the specific
heat increases with magnetic Geld and this increase is
proportional to u2/u z.

Similarly, the electric conductivity decreases near
T =T, because of the increased electron scattering due to
the fluctuation. ' The correct treatment of the scatter-
ing gives, ' for T ~ T„

For T & T„we have a similar expression for the specific
heat.

I., decreases in a magnetic field much faster than L, . So
far, we considered only pristine samples. The SDW in x-
ray irradiated samples' of (TMTSF)2PF6 has the thresh-
old field Ez(T) which exhibits much weaker T depen-
dence and is therefore consistent with strong-pinning lim-
it theory. Then crossover concentration of irradiation-
induced defects is determined when Ez in the strong-
pinning limit is equal to that in the weak-pinning limit.
Since Ez in the strong-pinning limit is independent of the
elastic energy, it is independent of magnetic field. On the
other hand, we have seen that Ez. in the weak-pinning
limit increases with magnetic field, implying that the
crossover concentration of defects decreases with increas-
ing magnetic field.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

cr(T)=op (ev) [16cg,g2I (r—+r)]-'ep(e ep)

&e+&e+K
Xln

Qep+ Qep+K
(25)

where ep=7$(3)rI (2mT), op=(eu) NpI'2 ', I =I,
+ —,

' I 2, I =
—,'(I, + I 2), and the transport lifetime is given

by I 2
'. Here I

&
and I 2 are the forward and the back-

ward scattering rate due to impurities. Again, the second

We show that a magnetic field perpendicular to the
conducting plane strongly reduces the elastic constant as-
sociated with the transverse phase distortion (ay/ay).
This has a number of consequences. In the vicinity of the
transition temperature T„ the thermal fluctuation of the
order parameter is increased in a magnetic field. Second,
in SDW the change in the elastic constant increases the
threshold electric field in the weak-pinning limit. This
reduces both the longitudinal and transverse FLR length
in the magnetic Geld.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (11)-(13)

The function I(. in Eq. (11) is obtained from

IC =Tg f T„[p 2G( x, y)p 2C( x,y) ]dy

where we have inserted

(x —y) = f (ico„—gp, —bp, )

1
(i to„+b p; )+p3

2U Q 2+g2
L

(
—+co„+a /U)(x —

y~Xe

and

(A2)

=Tg fdx exp ——1r to~ + iI),2~x —
y~

i [p)(x)—$((0)—$2(x)+ $2(0)] )(e

iq (x—y) i—&9— (A1) =exp[ —
—,'( [(tl)(x) —$)(0)—$2(x)+/~(0)] ) I . (A3)
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